As informal traders, you trade in many different circumstances - you might trade regularly...and always in the same place. You might only trade for special events...you might trade for markets... or you might be a mobile trader...

Some of the by-laws that might impact on you include:

- Health Department regulations on health standards if you are involved in the preparation and selling of food
- Zoning Scheme Regulations which say where informal trading is allowed
- By-laws relating to streets, public places and the prevention of nuisances.

Wherever you work... informal traders face many of the same challenges...

- Harassment by police...confiscation of goods
- Finding resources to start up...keep going as street vendor
- Difficult to learn skills to further your business
- Limited political support
- Competition amongst each other
- Safety of street vendors and goods in areas of criminal activity or drug trading
- Finding storage space close at a low cost
- Finding information and making sense of all the by-laws and regulation affecting street vendors
- Difficult to defend a charge that you have broken law...your goods can be confiscated. Even if you wanted to fight the allegation that you are breaking the law, your goods have been confiscated and you cannot trade. This means that you cannot earn money during this time.

- You will go into municipal forums and other formal interactions with government officials from a position of strength, carrying a mandated position.
- You will be able to collectively defend the rights that you do have in the law.
- You will be able to mobilise and organise around the demand for policies, regulations and by-laws that will effectively strengthen the position of street vendors.

The South African Informal Traders' Alliance was established in May 2013. This is a national structure. But there are also many street vendors' organizations that operate at a local level. For instance, in Johannesburg there is SANTRA, SAITF, One Voice Traders, GIDA, and Kliptown Hawkers. While in Cape Town there is the Cape Town Informal Traders Coalition. Find out who the street vendors organization in your area is.

Knowing your rights in the law and using the law to defend your rights is one way to help you overcome these challenges. The other way to protect and strengthen your position and your right to trade is to organize collectively.